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Abstract
Extra-curricular activity is an avenue to show the actual talent. It may be extra to a normal student. But it is main to a 
talented student. An independent scholar seldom goes to an Alma meter since traditional educational methodology is 
quite tedious to him. Stereotype syllabus bores him. He feels suffocated in such closed chamber. To him extra-curricular 
activity is very important. But the devotion of an independent scholar remains unevaluated. He becomes isolated. He is 
avoided by all. Thus, he dies unpaid. He dies unfed. He dies unwept. He dies unsung. And he dies unknown as well like 
nameless thousands who built the pyramids.
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Introduction
Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather than on 
expression. It does not inform, rather it reveals. So, it bears no 
reference. The best creative writing is critical, and the best crit-
ical writing is creative. This article is an outcome of thinking 
about creative writing meant for a general readership. As such, I 
have adopted a free style methodology so that everyone can en-
joy the pleasure of reading. As you might know, Francis Bacon 
(1561-1626), the immortal essayist, wrote many essays namely 
‘Of Love’, ‘Of Friendship’, ‘Of Ambition’, ‘Of Studies’, and so 
on. The multiple-minded genius correctly pointed out that all the 
words of the dictionary can be used as themes for essays. But little 
has been done since his death to continue or finish his monumental 
task. Bacon's unique individual style of presentation ignited my 
imagination and encouraged me to write creative essays as a meth-
od of relieving a wide range of emotions through catharsis.

Article
Extra is more than or beyond what is usual, expected or necessary. 
It is additional e.g., demand extra pay for extra work; order an 
extra pint of milk. There were a few extra seats in the auditori-
um. The bus company provided extra buses because there were so 
many people. We need an extra $5 million a year to cover the costs 
of research. Place an extra burden on the taxpayer. Take extra care.

Extra is more than usually e.g. an extra-large helping of rice; extra 
fine quality. It is in addition e.g. earn a bit extra this month; charge/
pay 20% extra; price $12, postage and packing extra.

Extra is an extra thing. It is a thing that costs extra e.g. a new car 

with all the extras. The price you pay for your excursion is the 
complete price; there are no hidden extras. School fees are $300 a 
term; music and dancing are optional extras.

Extra is a person employed to play a very small part, e.g. in a 
crowd scene. We need hundreds of extras for the battle scene.

Extra time, in sport, a further period of play at the end of a foot-
ball match, etc. when the scores are equal at the end of the normal 
period.

Extra is outside. It is beyond e.g. extramarital; extracurricular. It 
is very. It is to an exceptional degree e.g. extra-thin; extra-special.

Extra is a prefix meaning ‘outside’, ‘beyond’, freely used as an 
English formative e.g. extrajudicial; extraterritorial.

Extra is extraordinary. It is unusually. What is extra or addition-
al, as an item above and beyond the ordinary school curriculum, 
something over and above the usual course or charge in a bill, etc. 
It is a special edition of a newspaper containing later news. It is a 
run scored at cricket from a bye, leg-bye, wide, or no-ball i.e. not 
hit. 

Extra is prefix meaning outside, outside the scope or region of, 
beyond, besides. It is added to adjectives. The list below contains 
some common compounds formed with this prefix that do not have 
special meanings: extracellular, extra continental, extra corpore-
al, extra cranial, extra familial, extra governmental, extra hepatic, 
extra historic, extra linguistic, extra official, extra planetary, extra 
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professional, extra social, extra solar, extra terrestrial.
Extra size is outsize.
Extra-base hit, in baseball, is any hit greater than a single. It is 
double, triple, or home run.
Extra bold, in printing, is a style of type heavier than boldface.
Extra canonical is not included in the canon of the Bible. It is not 
among the authorized books.
Extra cellular, in biology, is situated or taking place outside a cell 
or cells.
Extra dry is of champagne very slightly sweetened.
Extra atmospheric is of the space beyond the atmosphere.
Extra cranial is outside the skull.
Extra illustrate is add pictures to book from another source.
Extra judicial is not belonging to the case before the court, not 
legally authorized e.g. of confession, not made in court. Thus it is 
beyond the usual course of legal proceeding.
Extra marital is of sexual relationships outside marriage.
Extra terrestrial is outside the earth or its atmosphere.
Extra-condensed, in print, is narrower than condensed type in pro-
portion to its height.
Extra cover, in cricket, is a fielding position between cover point 
and mid-off, or the player in this position.
Extra-curricular is of a subject or activity, outside and additional to 
the regular academic course.
Extra-illustrate is to grangerise.
Extra-special is much out of the way. It is a special late edition of 
an evening newspaper called for by some news of great impor-
tance.
Extra time is additional time allowed at the end of a match because 
of time lost through injury, or for other reason.
Extra modum is beyond measure, extravagant.
Extra muros is beyond the walls.
Extra-axillary is not in the axil of a leaf.
Extra corporeal is outside the body.
Extra dotal is not forming part of the dowry.
Extra floral is not in a flower.
Extra foraneous is out-door.
Extra galactic is outside the Milky Way.
Extra limital is not found within a given faunal area. It is lying 
outside a prescribed area.
Extra metrical is in excess of the recognized number of syllables 
in the line.
Extra mundane is beyond the material world or the universe.
Extra mural is without or beyond the walls. It is connected with a 
university but not under its direct control.
Extra nuclear is outside the nucleus of a shell.
Extra parochial is beyond the limits of a parish.
Extra physical is not subject to physical laws.
Extra professional is not belonging to a particular profession. It is 
outside the usual limits of professional duty or practice.
Extra provincial is outside the limits of a particular province.
Extra regular is unlimited by rules.
Extra sensory is outside the ordinary senses as in clairvoyant and 
telepathic perception. It is the ability to perceive without the nor-
mal senses i.e. sixth sense.
Extra solar is beyond the solar system.

Extraterritorial is outside a territory or territorial jurisdiction.
Extra territoriality is the privilege of being outside the jurisdiction 
of the country one is in.
Extra tropical is outside the tropics.
Extra uterine is outside the uterus.
Extravascular is outside the vascular system or a vessel. It is not 
vascular.
Extra vehicular is outside a vehicle. It is situated, used, or happen-
ing, especially outside a spacecraft.

A student is bound to complete the regular academic course to 
build the career. Most of the students follow that avenue. They 
don’t want to take any kind of risk. They are afraid of diversion. 
They don’t want to be diverted genius. They don’t want to be mis-
guided missile. But some genius persons get no interest in tradi-
tional academic field for its stereo and tedious methodology.

Extra-curricular activity is an avenue to show the actual talent. 
It may be extra to a normal student. But it is main to a talented 
student. An independent scholar seldom goes to an Alma meter 
since traditional educational methodology is quite tedious to him. 
Stereotype syllabus bores him. He feels suffocated in such closed 
chamber. To him extra-curricular activity is very important. But 
the devotion of an independent scholar remains unevaluated. He 
becomes isolated. He is avoided by all. Thus, he dies unpaid. He 
dies unfed. He dies unwept. He dies unsung. And he dies unknown 
as well like nameless thousands who built the pyramids.

An inattentive student is more interested in extra-curricular activ-
ity which seldom pays. He wastes valuable time of student life. 
Man realizes his wrong devotion when he reaches the autumn of 
life. Then he has nothing to do except mourning. In fact, every 
moment of student life is precious. If a student wastes a single 
moment of that crucial period of life, then thousand moments of 
future hardly can compensate that deficiency.

Extra-precautionary measures should always be taken in school, 
office, auditorium, cinema hall, etc. i.e.  public places where dan-
ger may appear at any time. Some cautious parents take extra-pre-
cautionary measures for their children for full blooming.

If the thing is good a person is ready to pay extra charge. A per-
son pays extra charge in crisis period. A lover is always ready to 
pay extra charges for a ticket for his fiancée to enjoy the movie 
together.

Extra allowance encourages to work in extra time. A corrupted 
person sits idle in working hours. He becomes active after office is 
over. Then he demands extra charge for extra work which in fact 
is normal work. Perks are the greatest example of extra allowance. 
The funny thing is that this allowance is more than basic pay. The 
company tames the employees with this financial tool. 

Perks are given to the employees to avoid income tax. The com-
pany thinks that it is better to pay surplus money to the employees 
rather than paying the government as income tax. The employees 
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are happy with this special benefit. The company knows well that 
it is difficult to make unwilling horse drink water.
What is extra may not be extra or additional if it is used properly. In 
fact, extra is an assumption which is due to lacking in knowledge 
for present or future use. A wise person never considers anything 
extra rather the learned keeps that thing with care as a blessing. 

Extra is good if it favours. It is too bad if it favours not. Then it 
is a liability. Hidden cost is an extra burden. A dishonest travel 
agent does not disclose the hidden cost before commencing of the 
journey. He demands extra money thereby squeezes the tourist in 
the mid-way. As a result, the joy and merriment of the whole tour 
program becomes a threat only instead.

Condition apply in marketing is an extra danger. This caution is 
printed in the package of any product or application for a share to 
avoid any legal action from the consumer or shareholder. This cau-
tion is not to draw attention rather is printed in the lowest possible 
font so that a person hardly notices it. This is a tricky game played 
by the companies.

A commodity has its original price. Delivery charge is extra. Some 
companies bear this charge as apromotional strategy. When the 
product enjoys much demand then delivery charge is imposed 
upon the customer. A customer is ready to purchase a costly prod-
uct with higher price. The paradox is that that very customer de-
clines to pay the delivery charge. A person spends much extra 
money in many places for many extra occasions in many modes 
in many manners. But that very person bargains for rickshaw or 
vehicle fair. It is a common psychology of the customer known by 
the companies.

The seat rent of any hotel is fixed. But breakfast and meals are 
extras. A hotel owner does not know the quantity of consumptions 
of food of any tourist. As such he does not take the risk of eating 
and drinking. Some hotel managers charge higher price for accom-
modation. They provide free breakfast. To avoid embarrassing sit-
uations, they show the printed menu chart of the breakfast during 
booking. 

After sales service is never obtained from a salesman during war-
ranty period. The machine becomes defunct just after warranty 
period is over. The repairing cost is nearly the price of the new 
product. One repairing is followed by another one.  Then it is ju-
dicious to purchase a new machine instead of repairing. The com-
panies also insist accordingly. It is just like use and throw policy. 
It is an extra cheating business of the industrialist. They say if a 
product lasts long then the production unit will be collapsed and 
the labourers will be jobless.

Extra marital affair is the worst example of extra. A married person 
is involved in extra marital affair if the partner fails to satisfy sex-
ual urge or there is lack in intimacy. Also, some persons become 
involved in extra marital affair even there is no deficiency in sex 
and love. They are either habitual offender or addicted person. A 
wise person never becomes involved in such dirty game thinking 

social status or future of the innocent sons and daughters. The chil-
dren are its worst victim.

Extra judicial is an avenue for relief to both plaintiff and defen-
dant. Initially, both the parties fight to satisfy ego, hatred and an-
ger. Provocation refrains them form coming to any settlement. Lat-
er on, when hair becomes grey, eye-sight becomes feeble then both 
the rivals realize that justice is a matter of far-off land. Then they 
compromise outside court.

Extraordinary is very important and valued much in every sphere 
of life. This attribute is possessed by only a blessed soul. Extraor-
dinary brilliant student is an asset of any academic institution. A 
sharp shooter possesses this quality and enjoys much demand in 
hunting and war as well. A skilled worker earns much for his ex-
traordinary expertise. A surgeon has to attain extraordinary exper-
tise for difficult surgical operations.

Lack in knowledge of proper budget gives birth either of shortage 
or extra. Extra thing or extra person causes extra expenditure. An 
intelligent and experienced person takes extra money to meet up 
the unexpected expenditure in new place or environment. In con-
trast a fool or a miser goes out with exact amount of money lest ex-
tra money is spent. Now, if the price of the thing is increased then 
it cannot buy for want of money. Again, if the fare of the vehicle 
is more than before then it cannot avail the vehicle for journey. As 
such extra has its both merit and demerit.
Generally, there is a common arrangement for people from all 
walks of life.  Also, there is extra facility. This facility is offered 
for patient, senior-citizen or sophisticated elite person. A person is 
ready to pay extra money if extra benefit is obtained. This is just 
like AC and Non-AC of hotel room. 

Extra illustrations or examples enrich any writing. Extra meal sat-
isfies a hungry person. Extra classes pave the way to finish the 
syllabus in or before time of any academic institution. These extra 
classes strengthen the solid foundation of the students. Optional or 
extra subjects enhance to build the career. 

An extra person earns very little that is quite insufficient for live-
lihood. Though he is extra he has no extra income. The paradox is 
that only a rich has many extra avenues for extra income. It seems 
one extra income encourages thereby paves the way for another 
extra income and so on. It is a chain process. In this way once a 
poor person becomes rich within a short period of time.In contrast 
a poor person has no extra income. Even his only single income is 
closed for his lack of intelligence.

Conclusion
In any examination extra of geometry is a difficult problem. Only 
an extraordinary student can attempt it. This extra merit gauzes the 
extra caliber of the concerned student.  


